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The Interplay of water and architecture intrigued world
renowned architect Charles W.n Moore and world
renowned photographer Jane Leeds with its self-

expression, careful or casual, the main function of
architecture is to to have a water channel or reservoir
that forms volume and representation, and it clearly

shows intellectual, moral, natural properties. Indeed, the
NATURE 2016 exhibition (Autumn Ten Galleries,

Solano Art Museum) presented gardens painted in the
truest sense of the word with water, not only as a water
feature, which is water, but also as a meaningful and

logically based type of architecture. .Thus, from the large-
scale modernist and traditional gardens created in the

gardens for this show, which used artificial water
channels, rivers and lakes, to the ordered natural

waterscapes in the HELIX classrooms, and the views of
Paris, illustrated with transparent and surrounded by

water channels. Some gardeners collaborate with
designers and architects to solve the problem of zoning

and organizing space without losing the garden's primary
function of being a gathering place for plants and being a
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vital part of the garden. During the NATRE:
AUTO/CITY exhibition held at Dulles National Airport

on the week of the latest art and architecture show
NATR CITY 2016, an artificial ice rink covering an area
of â€‹â€‹more than one hundred square meters, with ten
cross-country ski tracks, and ice sculptures was installed
in the square. The aqua design art center was built in five
years with the support of renowned French architect and
designer Christophe Weixelhaupt (www.kristop.com).
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